
Yale is excited to host the Co-ed ACC’s Round 1B this coming weekend.  Our plans are all designed to help us have 
a fun and safe event. This message has some important logistical and procedural information that should be read by 
all competitors and coaches. Coaches can help the regatta run smoothly by talking through these instructions with 
their teams.  
 
Our goal is to provide great racing with a minimum of interaction between teams.  If you have questions do not enter 
the sailing center, instead ask your coach to phone the Yale coach William Healy 860 235 3567. 
 
Facility/Bathrooms/Changing 
The Sailing center will be closed to visiting teams.  If you need tools or spare parts call the Yale coach and they will 
retrieve what is needed.  There will be porta-johns in the parking lot. Water bottle filling is located next to the outdoor 
showers. Men Will change inside the lower level of the boatshed. There will be a tent in the parking lot which will be 
the Women’s changing area.  Try to use the changing areas one team at a time, or better, arrive in sailing gear which 
will make the whole process easier for everyone. At the end of the day outdoor showers are available for you and 
your gear.  Again, use changing rooms one team at a time. Masks should be worn at the facility at all times by 
unvaccinated sailors, including during rotation on the docks. 
 
Do Not Change outdoors in the parking lots 
  
Your Team 
Each team can have 1 coach and there will be no limit on the number of sailors in your group but realize that the 
sailing instructions only allow substitution during rotations.   
 
Parking, Arrival and rigging 
All parking will be at YCYC. Each team may only have 1 vehicle. Yale representatives will be on station at 9:45 AM to 
point you to your assigned spot. Drive slowly down Clark Ave. There can be families with small children around the 
beach area and in the road. 
 
Sails, rudders and tillers are already in the boat. Be careful to tie down your sailbag as you will need to find it at the 
end of the day.  The 420s have only been used a few times. Tape all ringdings and check all knots. 
 
Guests and spectators will not be allowed at the Harry Anderson Regatta.   
  
The SI’s and courses are on Techscore 
The first start at 11 AM. The rotation will be on techscore.  A-Division will start in 420s, B-Division will start in FJs.   A 
division will launch first and start first.  There will be a 15 minute break for each division during the 2nd rotation to 
allow for sailors to eat. 

 
Sailing Area 
A pink ball is anchored near half tide rock.  As you sail to and from the sailing center please pass between the pink 
ball and the cliffs next to YCYC.   
  
Coachboats and Coach Meeting Saturday Morning 
 
We will have two coachboats.  Coaches will be on the water all day.  There will be no coaching at the docks or on 
land.  The coachboats will be anchored all day. Coaches should bring their own lifejackets. Coaches should wear 
masks on the coachboat. 
 
There will be a short coaches meeting outside the sailing center on Saturday morning at 10:15. 
  
  
If you have any questions regarding this information or the SIs, text or email the questions by Friday Evening.   

 


